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II\T10DUC'fION AND PURPOSE 
For many years livestock in somo areas have been subject to a 
certain sickness. The external synptor.is of this sickness are a rough 
hair coat, loss of hair fron the mane and tail of horses, loss of hair 
from the tail of cattle, and sore feet. In some extreme casee, an 
animal.ts hooves have beon known to drop off. 1'his sickness has been 
called "Alkali Disease", because it was believed to be caused by alkali 
or mineral salts in the soil or water. Later, it became known that 
foraees and grain crops grown in those areas caused this sickness, when 
fed to animals. The presence of toxic amounts of selenium in tho forage 
or grain has Leen determined to be the direct cause of this sickness. 
The purpose of this stud3' wao to ascertain the effects of appli­
cations of sea.salt and various other chemical sal ta to the soil on 
selenium uptake and yields of grain anci straw of Rushmore wheat. This 
l 
18 one of several studies concerned with the prevention of selenium 
poisoning by restrictini selenium uptake by plants. Thi5 author and 
otherB o.re searching for material which can be practically applied to tho 
eoil and which will prevent or inhibit selenium uptake in the plants to 
such an extent ae to render the forages and grains non-toxic. This work 
was conducted over a per�od of almost two years. The work includes two 
phases, field experiments on naturally seleniferous Pierre cl.Q soil at 
Reeds Ranch, Presho, South Dakota, and greenhouse experiments on naturally 
seleniferous Pierre clay soil and artificially selenizod Barnes loam soil. 
The chemical analy:::es !or selenium Wl'f made in the selenium laboratory 
at Station Biochemistry, South Dakota State College • 
.. 
The history and review of the literature on selenium poisoning 
has been presented by Moxon and Rm.an (21) and Treleaee and Beath (30). 
A thorough discussion of the selenium research which had been done at 
South Dakota State College was prepared� Noxon (20). 
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In 1929, K. W. Franke (5) began a aeries of :rnvestigations on 
toxic foodstuff's which ,-1ere thought to cause "Alkali Disease". His work, 
publiohed in 193h, demonstrated that grain, i.e. corn, wheat, barley, or 
emmer, raised in certain areas of South Dakota was highly toxic to 
animals. 
In 1931, H. o. Knight s uggested that selenium might be the cause 
of the toxicity (30). W. O. Robinson was then furnished with samples of 
toxic wheat from South Dakota to be analyzed for seleniwn. Hie report (26) 
i n  1933 stated that one sample contained l.0 to 20 parts per million (ppm) 
of celenium, and another sample contained 5 to 6 ppm of seler1ium. He also 
£ound that the gluten of the toxic wheat contained 90 ppin of selenium. 
Franke and Painter (7) found that concentrations of less than S ppm of 
selenium in a rat•a diet pl'evented nonnal. growth. Byers {u) suggested a 
selenium tolerance of not more than 3 ppm in foodstuffs for human consump­
tion, and Franke and Moxon ( 6) agreed with this suggestion. 
The amount of seleniwn 'Which accUJ11ula.tes in a plant (30) depends 
on the chem.cal form and concentration of selenium in the soil, the foms 
and concentrations of other substances�in the soil solution (i.e. sulfates, 
proteins, and amino acids from plant dee�), the species of plant, the 
stage of growth, o.nd the pqy-eiological condition of the plant. 
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Olson et al. (24) found that most of the selenium occurring in the 
soil solution was in the selenate form, but selenite was aloo present. 
The selenium content varied c onsiderably in plants growing relatively 
short distances from eac h other on soils derived from the same parent 
materials. The soluble selenium content in the soil profile usually in­
creased from the first to the second and third foot in depth. Generally, 
the plants c ontaining the higher anounts of selenium were found growing 
in soil where concentrations of selenium increased with depth . This work 
indicated that the second and third foot soil depths were more important 
as sources of selenium than the surface soil. 
Olson and Moxon (23) presented data whic h indicated that the ava.1.1-
ability of selenium to plants depended largely upon the fonn in which it 
existed in the soil. Plants (wheat, corn, barley, oats, sorghum, and 
J1tUatard) grown on soils· with higher amounts of water-soluble selenium .., 
accumulated more selenium than the same species of plants grown on soils 
containing low amounts of water-soluble selenium. Water�soluble selenium 
appeared to be dependent on the amount of organic seleniUlll in the soil. 
Various converter plants ( 2 )  wzy- accumulate aeveral thousand ppm 
of selenium in their tissues from as little as 1 to 5 ppm of inorganic 
selenium in the soil. When the plant residue is returned to tho soil, the 
selenium is returned in various forms, depending upon the species and 
genus of trie plant. Beath and Eppson have detemjned the chemical fonns 
of eelenium in ma:ey plants. They found that some specieo of seleniUJ'l.l con­
verter plants (Astragalus bisulcatus, !• confertiflorus, !• gryi, !• 
... 
osterhout1, !· pattersoni, !• poctinatus, !• preussi11 !• sabulosus, �-
� bipinnata, �· integrifol1a, and s. pir..nata) contained only organic 
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selenium, about 80 percent of which was soluble 1.n water. 
Some selenium indicator plants, (Aster caerul.escens, !• commutatis, 
A. occidentalis, Atriplex canescens, !• copfertif olia, !• nuttallii, 
!llmeno3VB floribunda, Machaeranthera ramoaa, Xylorrhiza, and !• venusta), 
1n which most of the selenium was water soluble, contained 70 percent or 
more of selenate selenium. Cereal grains and foraees examined (barley, 
corn, oats, wheat, alfalfa, ar.d sweet clover) contained only organic sele­
nium. Several species of native grasses contained both organic and sele­
nate selenium. The selenate selenium made up 60 percent or lese. of the 
selenium in these plants. 
Hurd-Karrer (9, 10) found that selenium a s  sodium selenate was 
more toxic and available t-0 wheat than as sodium selenite. Trelease, 
Oreenf ield, and Di S0mr.1a ( 32) found that corn seedlines accur.rolated more 
selenium from an Astragalus extract thb.n .from sodium selenite solutions 
.. 
when the selenium concentrations were equal. Also, selenium from an 
Astr!ftalus extract, per unit of seleniun accumulated, was less toxic than 
sodiUJ:t selenite to corn seedlings. T:release and Greenfield (31) demon­
strate d  that oorn aeed ling_s grown in culture solutions accur:rulated much 
more selenium. -when the el.ement was supplied as an organic extract of 
Astragalus bisuloatus than when supplied from a sodium selenite solution . 
Death and Eppson (2)  have also shown that organic selenium from an 
Astra.galus extract caucod ao injur,y to crop plants ( barley, corn, oats, 
wheat, alfalfa, and swee t clover) # while crop plants showed toxic effects 
and died when grown on the ea.me soil with an identical selenium content 
added as selenate soleniUJ:1. 
Uurd-Xarrer (15) found that Dixie wi nter wheat, grown on soil 
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selenized by adding 2 ppm of 6eloniUJ11 as sodiUll\ selenate, had a lower 
selenium content when grown on plots which roceived large applica tiona of 
sulfur (1500 pounds/acre) or f'j'pSW'.1 ( 7500 pounds/acre ) than whon crown on 
plots which received no treatroonto of sulfur or gypsum. Whon checked the 
second year for carry over effect, the reduction of seleni'Uln uptake was 
even rore prorouncod in the treated soils than during the first year. 
Hurd-Knrrer (9), working with wheat in culture solutions, found 
that sulfates reduced selenate u.:,t�e, but did not significant� reduce 
uptake of selenite selenium. However, wlth selenite, high sulfate concen­
trations ir.c rcased the anount of solenil.'Il that accumulated in the roots 
as compared to the selenate fom. 
Hurd-Karror (12) grev wooat in nutrient solutions containir g various 
anounts ot selenate as Godium selenate ru:d sulfate as r.iagnesiW':1 sulfate. 
She found that the selcniun content of. the plants ir creased with increasing 
concentrat�ons of Gelenato in the nutrient solutions, at conutant sulfate 
levelo. With conatant level:, of selenate, tho selcrimt conten t of the 
plants decreased with 1ncreaoing concentrations of sulfate. She also grew 
wheat 1n Keyport cl� lou soil, oelenized by a.ddins sodium selenate at 
rates ot 10, 20, and 30 ppm of soloniUJ'll. Additions of sulfato as gypsum, 
elmental csulfur, and a:rnmoniun sulfate decreased tho selenil.ml uptake by 
the plants. 
Martin and Trelease (18), working vith tobacco and soyboans e;ro'Wil 
in sand cultures and fed by nutrient solu tions containing sodium zselenito, 
found that tho presenco 01 sulfur as sul.fate tended to decrease the toxic 
effects of the sodiUM selenite in the tobacco and soybeans. The amount 
of selcniwn absorbed was directly rol.ated to the aelcn ite ooncontra.tion 
6 
or the rmtrient solution. 'rho sulfate in tho nutrient solution tended to 
decrease accur.rulations of seloniun in tho plants . However, the reduction 
waB not sufficient to prevent possible toxicity to animalo. 
Beath (1) fertilized aoil plots heavily with green Astraga1us 
bisulcatus, One plot was troa.tcd with 1,0 percent of sulf'ur, and wheat 
was then sown. The whole, mature wheat .plants on soil without eul.fur had 
484 ppm of selenium, while the whole, maturo wheat plants on Goil treated 
with sulfur contained 84!; ppm of selenium. Neither troatr:ier.t showed evi­
dence of stunting or chlorosia. Beath, Eppson, and Gilbert (3) also 
found that sulfates tended to increase the uptake cf organic seleni'Wll by 
the crop. 
Based on greenhouse studies using soil obtaj r..ed from six selenif­
erous f-arns, Olson and Moxcn ( ��3) found no appal ent relationsnip Let-weon 
the total mJ.fateo or soluble sulfates of the soils studied and the avail-.., 
ability of selenium to the plants grown on them. 
To determine whether Gal.ta othor than sulfate, affect seler.ium 
absorption, Hurd-Ka.rrer (12) grew wheat plants in soil containing 20 ppr1 
of selenium as sodium selottate ,n1d treated with sulfate, phosphate, or 
nitrate sal.ts of runnonium, calciUI!l, potassiUJ:1, or nagnesiuza in equivalent 
amounts. The plants grovn with tho sulfateo 1.n the soil showed no 
apparent injury as cooipared to the plants grown on the control soil. All 
the other plants ware ch.l.orotic and stunted, w1 th yields of grain reduoed 
at loaot fifty percent. (Whether or not thece tr�atmenta affected the 
selenium tlpta.ke is not known, since tho seleniur.t content was not published) ,  
Trelease and Di Somma (28) founJ· that corn seedlings grown in 
cu1ture solution showed a marked increase in the o.ccur.iul.ation of Beleniun 
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from a sodium selenite solution when a water soluble extraot of dried no n.­
. selenif-erous string beans was added ta the cul. ture solution. 
Trelease, Greenfield, and D;t Somma (32) reported that the addition 
of pro teino, �ro tein derivatives ,  and m:tino acids to culture solutions 
nearzy doubled the accumulation of selenium il'l corn seedlings .  They 
suggested that crop plants and native g!asses � accunulate m ore selenium 
when grown on soils naturally high in organ:i.c, nitroeenous substances 
than on soils l ow in such substances. Legumes plowed under in seleniferous 
areas in preparation of grain fields might result in a substantial increase 
in selenium uptake by the grain. 
Beath, Eppson, and Gilbert (3) found that seleniferous weds are 
sources of selenium for fann crops and may produce very toxic grains. 
Wheat grown on raw Steele shale, to which was added .coarsely-cut green 
Aotragalus bisulcatus, c ontained approximately 100 ppm of  selenium in 
., 
stems and leaves , heads, and roots. 
Several workers have shown that selenium accumulation in a plant 
varies with the species of plant. Miller and Byers (19) have shown that 
A.stragalus bisulcatus and !• racemosus contained over 1,000 ppm of sele­
nium, while Astraeal us rnissouriensis growing in the srune area contained 
only 3 ppm. Williams ( 33) analyzed specimens or twelve different species 
of plants growing in the same area in a clay loam soil containing 2 ppn 
of selenium in Kiowa County, Colorado. The plants analyzed and their 
selenium content were as followsa Aplopappus fremontii (goldenweed), 
320 ppm; A.atragalus pectinatus, (narrowleai' r.d.lk vetch) , 4,000 ppm; 
Bouteloua gracilis ( blue grama), 2 ppmt � � (corn),  10 ppm; 
Euphorbia !e ( spurge), 10 ppm; Gutierrezia sarothrae ( turpentir:e weed ) ,  
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70 ppm; Helianthus annuus ( sunflower) , 2 ppm; Mal vastrum coccineum ( scarlet 
mallow), 1 ppm; Hunroa squarrosa (false buffalo grass) ,  4 ppm; Salaola 
pest:ifer (Russian thistle) ,  5 ppr.,; Stanle;ya pinnata (princes plume) ,  330 
ppmJ and Xanthium � (cocklebur), 6 ppm. These analyses demonstrated that 
plant species vary widely in the quantity of selenium they absorb. Olson 
et al. ( 25) found that Agropyron ar.dthii genera ... ly had a higher selenium 
content than Stipa viridula when grown in t.he sarJ.e area. 
Trelease and Trelease (29) showed that Astr9alus racemosus was 
stimulated by selenite selenium, while !• erasoicarpus was injured by it. 
Wide differences (14) in t.he absorption of selenium from sodium 
selenate by 19 different crop plants grown in Keyport clay loam, untreated 
with rospect to sulfur, were directly correlated with corresponding differ­
ences in their reapective oulfur absorbing capacities. Members of 
Cruciferae, i.e. cabbage, cauliflower,; mustard, rape, and kale, ha.cl the 
highest percentages of both sulfur and selenium. Flax, sunflower, and 
legumes, except soybeans, were intemed1ate, while the cereals and soybeans 
had low �ercentages of sulfur and selenium. This work led Hurd-Karrer to 
suggest that the sulfur requirement of the plant deten.uned its tendency 
to absorb selenium. 
Olson et al. ( 25) and Moxon and Olson ( 22) found that tho stage of 
growth of some plants affected their selenium content. Analysis of 
Agropyron sroithii, Stipa comata, §.• viridula, Boutelous gracilis, and �­
curtiemdula showed a relatively high content of selenium 1n young plants, 
whicb decreased slowly until the plant reached maturity, after which the 
�-
docrease was quite rapid. Helianthus !E.• ( sunflower )  showed a relatively 
stable selenium content through maturity, but showed a rapid losa of sele-
9 
nium on drying. It wns suegested that this rapid loss of selenium after 
maturity \.1as due to the combined effects of leach ing, volatilization, and. 
the shedding of seeds. Beath, Eppson , and Gilbert (J) found that selenium 
in farm. crops such as wheat, eorn, oats, barley, grasses, and vege tables 
did not volatilize on drying . This was thought to be due to a synthesis 
of selenium into the proteins of these qrops. These workers wore also of 
the opinion that, as a general rule, a favorable growing season with an 
abundan ce  of moisture f avorod selenium uptake. 
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HATERIALS AND 1IBTHODS 
oru:t 1.m0usE EXPEhIMEtlTS 
Soils Used 
Two different soils were used . One was a naturally seleniferous 
Pierre c lay. The other was a. Barnes loam which i s  usod in most of the 
greenhouse work by the Agro nomy Department at South Dakota State College. 
The naturally seleniferous Pierre clay was obtained at Reeds Ranch, 
Presho, South Dakota. It was take n from tho top 8 inches of the surface 
soil. When air dry, it was seived through a 1/u inch mesh screen. The 
soil illiS then thoroughly mixed and sacked until it was used in the 
various experiments. '£he Barnes loam soil 'Was also sei ved through a 
l/u inch meoh screen, thoroughly ndxed, and sacked until reaey to use . 
The Ba.mes loan soil for the fiHal e�r:i ment, however, was take n 
direcUy from the soil bin in  the greenhouse. It waa nearly the same as 
the soil used previously, since it was obtained from the same area in the 
field. 
Greenhouse Procedure 
The erperiP\ental design of all the gree nhouse experiments was a 
randomized block replicated four t.ines. 
All aoil weights wero calculated on the oven d.r,y basis, and all 
treatments wero calculated on an acre p1ow layer w-eight basis of 
2,000,000 pounds per acre. 
Selenium wao added in solution to the soil. One gram each of 
sodium selenite and potassium selenate was acc urateiy weiched out and 
dissolved in 100 milliliter ( . )  of · tille ter. One • of t 
toe solu'ticm w. . diluted to lOO • 3 • ali uot of the dilut 
olutio 
e to 
yz d fer aeleni I! by t Kl in ( 16) ethod. Th se 
run in duplicate, an av a e taken, and calculation wer 
· ne the amount of .l nium in the stock soluti n. Sodium 
selenite �a then added to so · oil to give a. oonc·entr tion of 
4 part pe1· , • 1 lion ( p � )  of «:? l ni "' • h 0oil to rhich o 
selen te as added oont d 2 p o lenium ae selenate. 
'fhe total ount ( 360 pounds ) of so ·1 needed tor each lenium 
trea: 1ent a , ighed out. ·ost of the soil as spread evenly on a 
lar tarp in. Seleni 1 in sol tion l't&.;;, accurately measuri d by 
pipett and add to approximately one hal g lon of the soil. This 
, ly I ed, add d o lar er amount of soil in a corrugated 
taJ.. hel b ket, and th ro mixed, care bein . taken to 
crush out a:cy- 1 ps .. Thi elenized 
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oil on the t r-p ulin d th roughly n • d by pull:mg the tarpaulin b ck 
and forth, tmbjeeting the oil to rolling ction. The • oil was then 
divi d 1 to 4 pound lot • 
The cher11ioau 00.1*�da J except for so · un chlorid an ae alt, 
a l e  in di tille te an xed into the 4 pou lota of 
oil by t 1. me d . e crl d above . Since c nt; idera.bl · la ger ount 
of odi hlorida and ea t e u . d, it a lt t t thorough 
mixin oould be obtained it o t utt · n  the t in solution. 
unt of the tr ated 4 ' pound lot .r soil · re la.ce in four one­
� lo , gl z d ots ( r our replio tion ; ea.ch po a pro vi ed with a 
inch ole in the sid n. ar tr · ottot for dr · nage . h illed 
pots were moved to the greenhouse bench, and randomized according to a 
table of random numbers. 
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When all pots were filled, Rushmore wheat was planted by removing 
the top 1 1/2 inches of soil, placing the seed, and replacing the soil. 
When all pots were planted, approximately equal amounts of distilled 
water were applied on consecutive daya until the soil at the drain holes 
became moist. Care was taken to prevent puddling of the soil. The plants 
were watered only with distilled water. Over-watering was avoided, yet 
ca.re was taken that the plants did not wilt. excessively. The plants were 
thinned to the desired number when they reached 3 ·to 4 inches in height, 
selection being made to leave the most vigorous, healthy plants. All 
thinned plants and weeds were returned to the top of the pot. To pre­
vent positional effects, the pots were moved periodically. 
The plants were harvested at r.uu,urity by clipping at ground level, 
placed in paper bags, dried in a forced draft oven at 80 degrees c. for 
five hours, and weighed. A hand threshing board and a. seed cleaner were 
used to separate out th.a grain. The straw and chaff were combined and 
finely ground in a semi-micro Wiley roll and analyzed for selenium by 
the Klein (16) method. The unground grain was also analyzed for selenium. 
FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
Procedure 
The experimental designs used in the two field experiments were 
randomized split plot designs replicat§.d six ti.raes. 
A preliminary aelenium survey was made over the general area 
13 
where the field experiments were intended to be put out. An area was 
chosen which was as uniform as possibl.e in both selenium content and 
topograpey. This area supported a . heavy growth of predominantly green 
needlegrass and western wheatgrass. The entire area. was plowed in late 
September and left rough over winter. As soon as possible in the spring 
(April 14, 19S5), the soil w as disked both lengthwise and crosswise with 
a double di sk. The salts and chemical treatments wer e  applied on .lpril 
15 and double-disked into the soil. On April 16 Rushmore wheat was planted 
with a drill. The drill was aet to seed 4 pecks per acre, but because of 
the small seed size, it was estimated that the nur.tber of seed planted 
approximated a planting rate of 5 pecks per acre. The wheat was harvested 
August 2, 1955 by mowing a strip 26 inches wide and 16 feet long from 
ea.oh plot. 
.... 
---· ··· · · 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
OR.t!:l NHOUSF. EXP1•:HD-IBNTS 
All plants on non-seleniferous Barnes loam soils were analyzed 
for eolenium and soDe were found to contain small amounts of selenium. 
It was felt that these 8Jtl.Ounts would fall within the error of titration, 
so no selen1UZT1 content is listed for plants grown on the non-seleni!eroue 
soils. 
Set I: Greenhouse Experinents With Sea Salt Applications 
on Soils Containing Different Forms of Selenium. 
These were preliminary ex.p�nts to detemine what effect, if 
any, various amounts of sea ealt applied to the soil would have on the 
selenium conten.t of grain and straw of Rusbnore wheat, and also to 
detemine what level of sea salt might oe ar>pliod without seriously 
affecting the yields. With respect to the form and the ar.iount of selenium., 
essentially 4 soils wore used: Barnes loam with no seleniu:n1 ( as a 
control), Barnes loan containing 2 ppn sel.enate seloniUJ'I\, Barnes loam 
containing 4 ppm selenite selenium, and naturally solenized Pierre cl� 
containing 3. 15 ppa., or eelenium. Where Barnes loam. soil was used, each 
pot contained 4,848 grMs of soil. Boca.use the bulk density of the Pierre 
clay soil was less than the bulk density of the Barnes loam, only L, 210 
grame of naturally selenized Pierre cla.,y soil was used. Each soil was 
treated with four levels of eea salt and replicated four timoa. The 
sea salt levelo were aa followac no ea;J..t as control, 0.1 percent, 0.3 
percont, nnd o.6 percent by weight. CaJ.culatod on the basis of 2,000,000 
,,. 
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pounds of soil per acre, these treatments are o, 1, 3, and 6 tona per acre, 
re spec ti vely. The sea salt was mixed with the soil, and the mixture was 
potted; the wheat was then planted and cared for by the method previously 
described. The wheat plants were thinned to 15 plants per pot, 7 of which 
were harvested at the flowering stage, while the remaining 8 were per ... 
mitted to mature. 
These experiments were conducted in the greenhouse in the fall of 
1954. . They were planted September 21, 1954 and harvested December 7, 19.54. 
The last one-half to one-third of the growth of' the plants was made under 
conditions of relatively low temperature and low intensity of light as 
compared to plants grown during a regul.ar growing season in the field. 
Yields of Grain and Straw 
Yields were taken of planto harvested at the flowering stage, and 
of the mature straw and grain ( Table 11. The general effect of appli­
cations of sea salt to the soil was to  progressively decrease the yield 
at the 3 ton and the 6 ton per a.ere applications, as compared to the 
check (Figure 1). The decrease in yield at the higher sea salt levels 
was eevere onough to indicate that further applications at these high 
eal t levels would be very impractical. It was observed that plants 
growing 1n the 3 and 6 tone per e.cre concontrntions were srr.all, spindly, 
and wiry. Sodium chloride had accUJ:tulated in the mature straw to such 
an extent that the otra-w- was briny to the taste. 
No observable cliff erences wore noted between the control plants 
and plants grown with one ton per acre of sea salt; however, application 
of sea salt at the one ton per acre level tended to decrease yields in 
Table l. Effect of Sea Salt on Yield and Seleniun Content of Grain and Straw of 'Wheat Grown in 
the Greenhouse on Soils Containing Different Forms of Selenium. 
Soil and Yield in gres/pot Selenium content 
form of Sea Salt • 
sel eni t '1!1 in Flowering Mature ppm 
PJ:8:1 coded 
tons/acre stage Grain Straw Flouering Crain Straw Flowering Grain Straw 
stage st.age 
Barnes loam: 0 2.76 J.35 4.46 
No selenium l 2.,3 ).26 3.72 
3 1. 79 2.06 2 •. 7l 
6 1.16 1.18 1. 73 
F value !or treatnents 42.20ff , 30. 79** 62.78** 
LSD+ at 5% level .36 .61 .47 
Barnes loaa 0 2.28 2.05 J.64 16.63 26.02 19.45 4.32 5.08 4.39 
plus 2 ppm l 2.36 2.77 ). 65 23.20 25. 78 20.30 4.86 .s.12 4. 55 
selenian as 3 1.71 L.85 2.79 18.89 22.97 28.57 L.313 4.8L 5.35 
e&lenate 6 1.12
,.. 
.84 1.51 25.91 33.26 28.72 s.13 S.77 5.36 
F value !dt treatJ:tents 26.40 127.00** 1<*..,s** 1,.sa NS NS 
I.SD at 5% level • .36 .23 .32 
Barnes loam 0 2.4]. J.29 4.35 8.ll 13.18 6.19 2.94 3.68 2.59 
plus u ppm 1 2.41 3.31 3.88 J.90 8.LJ 6.116 2.22 2.99 2. 63 
selenium as 3 1.91 2.80 3.29 6.84 7.37 6.43 2.67 2.81 2. 62 
selenite 6 1.17 1.05 1.66 5.59 6. 68 4.36 2.46 2.68 2.21 
F value for treatments 34.so
** 
91.40** 78.71** t�S ll.43** NS 
LSD at 5% level .32 .36 .43 .43 
taturally 0 1.04 1.00 1.88 .6L l.hl J.87 1.02 1.33 2.00 
selenii'erous l 1.14 .99 1.82 5. 24 .47 1. 70 2.19 .98 1.41 
Pierre clq 3 .94 .&::J 1.32 .62 .87 1.88 1.00 1.12 1.48 
J.75 ppm seleniun 6 • 78 .29
** 
1.04 2.08 l.00 2. 24 1.44 l.23 l.S3 
F value for treatments 4.5o* 23.00 22.00** rJS NS NS 
LSD at 5% level .23 .23 .27 
• ppm coded by the following !omula: J. 5 + ppm. (This �thod of coding is reconunendod by Goulden, C. B . ,  
Metho ds of Statistical �sis, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,  New York, 2nd Ed., pg. 98, 1952 . )  
� 
+ Least Significant Difference * Significant a:t the 51• level °' 
a Not Significant *� Significant at the U leve.l 
1 igu:re 1 .  Gro h Response of Wheat Q .  own in U Green louse 
on al . Lo wO l Tre te d O, 1
1 
J, and 6 
t s o :_;1 a S lt p r ere. 
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t� non,..seleniferous soil. In the selenate soil, the application of one 
ton of sea aalt per acre increased the yield of grain, but did not affect 
the yield of straw, while the same treat.ment in the selenite soil effected 
a significant decrease in the yield of straw, but did not affect the yield 
of grain. The application of sea salt at the one ton per aoro level did 
not appear to affoct the yields on the naturally seleni.ferous Pierre clay. 
The yields of both the grain and the straw of wheat grown on naturally 
selenized Pierre clay were less than half the yields obtained from wheat 
plants grown on Barnes loam soil. 
Selenium Content 
The application of sea salt to the aoil produced a high:1¥ signi!i ... 
cant decrease in selenium content of the grain of Rushmore whoat grown 
on Barno.s loam. soil sc�enized l-r.:.th 4 ppm of selenite s elenium. The appli­
cation of sea salt produced no signi.f!ca.nt d1£feronc0s in the selenium 
content of plants crown on either naturall� seleniferous Pierre clBiY' or 
Barnes loam containing 2 ppn of selenate selenium; but the trend, however, 
was for sea ·salt to decrease the selenium content slighly in the naturally 
selenized Pierre clay soil: and to increase the selenium content slichtly 
in the selenate eoil. 
Set Il: Greenhoure Experiment Using Commercial Fertilizers 
on Naturally Selenized Pierre Clay Soil. 
It seemed desirable to determine the effect of commercial ferti­
lizers, at recomnended rates of application, on the yield and selenium 
content of s traw and grair, of Rusllmore wheat grown on naturally selenized 
Pierre cl� soil. The treatments wares 
0 a control, 
N • 80 lbs .  of nitrogen par aero as ammonium nitrate, 
P • 80 lbs. of phosphorus pentoxide per aero as treble 
superphoaphate, and 
NP • 80 lbs. of phosphorus pentoxide as tr�ble superphosphate 
plus 80 lbs. of nitrogen per. acre a s  ammonium nitrate. 
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Approximat ely 50 seeds were planted in 8, 800 grams of soil in three­
gallon, rlazed, porcelain po ts. The plante were later thinned to 36 
plants per pot. This experiment was started in the greenhouse February 
8, 195.S and harvested Mey- 15, 19.55. The last half of' the uowing period 
was characterized by bright, sunny days and temperatures in the green,.. 
ho use which approached 100 degrees F. during the sunny part of the day. 
Yield of Grain and Straw 
The ap)lication of fertili ze rs gave highly significant differeneea 
in the yield o f  both the grain and the straw ( Table 2 ) .  The ap;,lica tion 
of either 80 lbs. of nitrogen or 80 lbo. of phos?horus pentoxida per acre 
increased the yield of both tho grain and the straw by approximately 30 
percent, while the application of 80 lbs. of nitrocan plus 80 lbs. of 
phosphorus pentoxide increased the yield of both the grain and the straw 
approximately 100 percent as compared to the control (lt�igure 2).  
Selenium Co ntent 
The application of fertilizers gave differences in selenium content 
which were highly significant in the grain, and significant at the 5 
percent level in the straw. The selenl'm11 content of the grain was decreased 
by approximately 65 percent with n itrogen, 25 percent with phospho rus, end 
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Table 2. Effect of Cox:unercial Fertilizers on the Yield and SeleniUI'l Con­
tent of RushrdOre Wheat Grown in the Oreenhcuse on Naturally 
Selenif'erous Pierre Cl� Soil. 
Yield io crams Seler.i t:m content 
Treat.ment ppm ppu coded• 
Grain Straw 
Grain Straw Grain 
0-0-<I 10.68 15.6h h.4L. 1.31 2.22 
00,..0-0 13.75 20.85 1.63 .50 1.45 
0-80-0 lJ.40 20. 71 3.28 .85 1.9h 
80.-80.0 20.99 J1.S2 2.23 .su 1.66 
F value for treatments 119.58
** 113.7� h,.oo** 
LSD+ at 5% level 1.29 2.01 .16 
+ Loast Significant Difference at the 5% 1evel 
* Significant at the 5% level 
*� Significant at tho lt level 
• Refer to Table 1.  
St.raw 
1.34 
.98 
1.16 
1.02 
5.5 * 
.23 
p Poundo pe1· acre o� nitrogen, phosphor-..is pantorlde, and potassium 
oxide, reapec t.i vely. 
so percent with nitrogen plus phosphorus. The selenium content of the 
straw was decreased by approxir:lately 60 percent with nitrogen and 60 
percent with nitrogen plus phoophorusJ the trend with phosphorus alone 
was to decrease the selenium content, but the di:fference was not signifi­
cant a.s evaluated ty the LSD at the .5 percent l.cvel. 
Since the yields inCl'eased and the selenitltl content in ppm de­
creased with the application of' fertilizer, the quest.ion arose ns to 
whether fertilizer affected the total uptake of selenium in the wheat 
pl.ante. The total selenium content in micrograms per pot was calculated 
by multiplyin& tho i>Pffi of selenium by the total weight in grams of the 
somple ( Table 3). Since the soil in e ph pot contained equal amounts of 
selenium, 1 t was possible that there vo-uld be a.s much aelenium in plants 
,/ 
gure 2 . es:p,.,n e� of Ru llf'i . .•· 1�\ � to Fertilizer 
hen Grown in the 0. enb use on Naturally 
elenif r u i rre Clay Soil. 
itro en { � )  nd p o horu pento .. de ( P )  
ere each ap1 li d at the _rate of 80 po ds 
p acre ,  
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g_rovn in one pot as in another. Also, if tre rate of selenium uptake 
was conetant, it would be expected that there would be a corresponding 
increase in the total sclcninm content as the yield increased. This 
wa� not the case. The application of ar.!Illonium nitrate gave a definite 
22 
Tahle J. Yie)ti. and Total Selenium Content of Grain and Straw of Rushmore 
Wheat Grown in the Greenhouse ·on lfatura.lly Sel.onized Pierre 
Clay Soil with Applications of Ammonit..m Nitrate and Treble 
Superphoephate Fertilizers. 
Yield in grams Selenium content 
Treatment ppn Micrograms/pot Grain Straw 
Ora.in Straw Grain Straw 
0-0-oP 10.68 15.64 4.44 1.31 47.42 20.49 
80-0-0 13.75 20.85 1.63 .so 22.41 10.4.3 
0-80-0 13.40 20.11 J.28 .85 43.95 11.«> 
80,.60-0 20.99 31.52 2.23 .54 46.81 11.02 
{3 Pounds per acre of nitrogen, .wiosphorus pentoxide, and potassium 
oxide, respective�. 
reduction in total selenium. content of the plants. In fact, the total 
uptake of selenium decreased even though the actual yield increased. 
When the pots treated lot"ith nitrogen vere compared to the check, the total. 
yield of grain was increased by J.07 grmns, while the total seleniur11 in 
the grain decreased by 2S.Ol micrograms. The same general relationship 
held true for the straw. 
Set Ills Greenhouse Experiments with Applications of Chanical 
Salts on Artificially Selenized &mes Loam. 
The soila in this set of experiments, with respect to selenium, 
contained no selenium (as control), 2 ppm selenate selenium1 and 4 Pfll\ 
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of selenite selenium. From the previous experinents , it was found desir­
able to have larger samples for analysis, so enough wheat needs were 
planted to insure twenty plants per pot after thinning. The compounds 
uoed ae treat�ents in the experiments were compounds containing elements 
which occur in sea salt in most abundance (Table 4). One ton of sea 
salt per acre was used as the basis for. calculating the amounts of the 
various compounds to apply, since previous greenhouse studies showed little 
or no decrease in yield at that level. Nitrogen and phosphorus were 
applied at recommended fertilizer rates. The trea:bnents for the three 
experirnente were as follows: 
Control - no treatment, 
SodiUiil nitrate - 80 lbs. of nitrocen per acre, 
Monobasic calcium phosphate - 80 lbs. of phosphorus pentoxide 
per acre, 
Sodium chloride - 0.1 percent by weight (1 ton per acre), 
Sea salt -- 0.1 percent by 'Weight (1 ton per acre), 
Sodium sul.f ate - sulfur equivalent to the amount of sulfur in 
one ton of sea_ salt p er acre, 
Magnesium chloride - magnesium equivalent to the amount of mag­
nesium in one ton of sea salt per acre, and 
Magnesiur:i sulfate - magnesim11 equivalent to the amount of mag• 
nesium in one ton of sea se.l.t per acre. 
The oe experiments were conducted 1n the greenhouse 1n the spring, 
at the swoo time as the experi1nent (Set ll) usine fertilizers on natural� 
selenized Pierre clt\)' soil. 'The environmental conditions of these two 
experiments ., as far as  light and temperature are concerned, more nearly 
• 
Table 4. * Elemental Analyse o of Sea Sal. t 
ELEMENT Pi'uT& .ft:R PutC.1!.1;TAGE AhT . PER 2 200 J...SS. 
MILLION SEA SALT 
Cblorino 10,980 54.23 1193.03 lbs. 
Sodium l0,�61 30.17 663.63 lbs. 
Magnesitmi 1,272 3.63 19.95 lba. 
Sulfur 384 2.53 55.57 lbs. 
Calcium 400 l.lh 25.14 lbs. 
Pot.aosium 380 1.09 23.89 lbs. 
Bromine 65 0.19 4.09 lbs. 
Carbon 28 o.oa 28.16 oz. 
Strontium 13 o.o4 lJ.07 oz. 
Boron 4.6 4.63 oz. 
Si.licon 0.02 - 4·.o 568. 80 mg. to 
4.02 oz. 
Fluorine 1.4 39916.10 tig. 
Nitrogen 0.01 - o. 7 27? .41 mg. t.o 
19958.0.5 mg. 
Aluainum o.5 13970.GJ mg. 
Phosphorus 0.001 - 0.10 27 .94 mg. to 
2794.13 ng • 
Iodine o.o.s • C000015 1397.06 ng. 
.lr�enic c.01 - 0.02 279.41 mg. to 
568.80 mg • 
Selenium • 004 o.oooon 109. 77 12g. 
·:� These rui.e.l.¥tical figure� ,.ore obtained fror.1 tables ot.pplicd 
by Dr. Meynard Murr�, Loyola Urrl.veroity, School of Med icine, 
706 Scutll \\olcott Avenue, Chic�go, Illinois. 
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repreoentcd field conditions than tha other greenhouoe experiments pre­
sented in this study. The wheat was grown to maturity, nnd the selenium 
content was deternined for the nature straw and grain. The data for 
these e:xperir.lents are presented in Table 5. 
Yield of Grain and Straw of Wheat Grown on Non-seleniferous Barnes LoOll\. 
The yield of grain grown on non-t:eleniferous Barnes loam was in­
creased � the application of sodium chloride and sodium nitrate. All 
other treatrnents tended to increase the yield of grain as well, but 
the increases were not significant. The yield of straw was increased 
by the application of sodium nitrate and monobaeic calciura phosphate. 
Sodium sulfate, magneai'lllTl Gulfate, and magnesium chloride applications 
tend.ad to increase the yield slightly, while sodimn chloride and sea salt 
tended to prod'l,lce no c�nge and a slight decrease, respecti. vely. 
Yield and Selenium Content of Wheat Grown on Barnes LoaJ11 Containing 
2 ppm of Selena�e Scleni\ll'll 
The yield of grain grown on Barnes loam soil con taining 2 ppm of 
selenate selenium was increased by the application of sodium chloride, 
sea salt, magnesium chloride, magnesiUJ"\ sulfate, sodium nitrate, or mono­
basic calcium phosphate. Sodium sulfate aleo tended to increase the 
yield of srain. The yield of straw was increased by sodium sulfate and 
sodium nitrate. Magnesiun chlor:i.de, monobasic calcium p hosphate, and 
mgnesium sulfate tended to increase the yield of straw slightly, while 
sodium chlorldo and sea salt effec tod a alight decrease and no change, 
respec tively. 
The selenium content of both the grain and the straw of wheat plants 
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Table S. F.f'f ect of Chemical Salte on Yield and Selenium Content of Rush-
mor e  Wheat Grown in the Greenhouse on Artificially Selenized 
Barnes Loan Soil. 
Soil and Yield in grams Selenium content 
foni of Treatment ppm ppm coded• 
selenium 
Grain Straw 
Grain Straw Grain Straw 
Barn.ea Check 10.26 1).32 
loam. No NaCl 11.S1 13. 24 
selenitun Sea salt 11.07 12. &5 
?tgCh 10.75 13.93 
Na.2So4 10.76 13.79 
MeSo4 • 71I20 11.08 14.28 
NaN03 13.01 16.28 
Ca(H2Po4)2 10.93 15.SJ 
F value for treatr..ents 8.oo*':t 5.94**
 
LSD+ at 5� level .85 1.44 
Barnes Check 10.24 13.34 32. 72 31.40 5.75 ,.63 
loam plus 2 NaCl ll.34 13.04 72.50 68.27 8.54 8.28 
ppm selenium Sea salt 11.35 13.28 79.38 67 .20 8.93 8.22 
ns selenate MgCla 11.28 lJ.48 74.19 62. 67 8.63 7.93 
Na2So4 10.81 14.94 26.68 18.95 5. 20 4.40 
MgSo4• 7Ha0 11.16 14.52 20.18 12.08 4.54 J.53 
NnN03 11.90 15.26 67.09 56.27 8.22 7.$3 
Ca(ll2Po4 )a ll.14 13.94 71.45 63.01 8.li8 7.96 
F value for treatments J.96
*"* 
J.67
�1* 86 • .13
** 
7.5.47** 
LSD at 5% level .71 1.29 .54 .64 
' 
Barnes Check 10.20 14.0l 19.33 6.69 4.45 2.67 
loam plus 4 · NaCl 11.37 lJ.42 11.18 3.05 3.41 1.63 
Pftl selenium Sea salt ll.38 lJ.64 13.95 3.94 3 .79 2 . 11 
a.a selenite MgCl.2 10.43 14.0l 20.2$ 6.28 4.55 2. 60 
Na2So4 10.90 13.91 20.2, 6.02 4. 55 2 . 55 
MgSo4• 7H.20 10.43 14.20 16.57 5.19 4.13 2 .38 
NaN03 12.29 16.78 25.60 8.95 5.11 3.01 
Ca(H2Po4)2 10.10 14.77 18.90 6.34 4.40 2.61 
F value for treatment s 8.26
*'"' 8.22** 18.17
** 2.14* 
LSD at 5:,g level .71 1.10 .35 • 77 
+ Least Signif'icant Difference 
* 3i�icant at tho 51 confidence level 
� Significant at the 1% confidonco level 
c Ref'or to Table l. 
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grown on  selenate soil wn.e decided ly decreased � the application of 
sodiun and rnagnosiun sulfate. Magnesium sulfate, for instance, depressed 
the uptake of seleniun in the erain by 12.64 pp:n when compared to the 
chock. The add.i tion of sodium chloride, sea salt, Magnesium chloride, 
sod ium nitrate, or monobaaic calcium phosphate definitely increased tm 
selenium upUlke . A similar increase, h9wewr, did not occur in a later 
experir11.ent. 
Yield and Selenium Content of Wlieat Gro'Wil on Barnes Loam Containing Ii 
ppm of Selenite Selenium 
The yield of grain of wheat plan ts era,m on Barnes loar11 containing 
4 ppm of selenite seleniUlll was increased by the application of sodium 
chloride, sea salt, and sodil.IDl nitrate; the other salts tended to increase 
the yields of grain slightly. · The addition of sodium nitrate produced a 
de.finite increase in the yield of botb�crain and straw, while monobasio 
calcium phosphate tended to increase the yield of the straw but �ot the 
erain. Sodium chloride and sea salt had a tendency to decrease straw 
yields, while magnesium chloride, sod itmt sulfate, and nagnesiU111 sulfate 
treatments were essentially cor11parable to the check. 
The selenium content of grain grown on selenite soil was decreased 
approximately 7 pp, by sodium chloride or sea salt, while sod iur.1 nitrate 
i ncreased the selenitun content by a.pproximate'.cy t,he same clJ'!lOunt when com­
pared to the check. Sodium chloride and sea salt tended to reduce the 
selenium contont of straw, while sodium nitrate tended to increase the 
selenium content. MagnesiU[11. sulfate tended to decrease the selenium con­
tent of both the prain and the straw. ,,Little or no difference was caused 
by the othor salts. 
Set IV: Groonhouse Experi11ents with Applications of Chmical 
Salts and Commercial Fertilizers on Arti.ficial� 
Selenized Barnes Loam Soil. 
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Several o£ too most i>ronising treatr.ents a.ff ecting oolenium up.. 
take in R\..a.J,oee wheat in previous er_r)erimento 1,.10re j ncl.uded in this 
greenhouse study. The effect of certain fertilizers on the seloni1.11 
content of plants grown on artif.;.cially solenized Barnes loar. soil was 
also investigated. The eoile used in thece experiments were: Barnes 
loam with no selenium (as a control)., Barnes loam containing 2 ppm of 
selenate t:iolenium., and Barnes loam containing li ppn of solenite selenium. 
Ti1e treatment s for each soil wore as follows1 
Cont rol - no treatment ., 
Amnonium nitrate - 80 lbs. of nitrogen per acre, 
Sodium nitrato - 80 lbs. of nitrogen per acre, 
Monobo.oic calcit.n\ phoGPhat e  - 80 lbs. of phooptorus pentorldo 
per acre, 
Monobasic calciur.i phosphate plue ammonium nitrate - 80 lbs • 
.->er acre each of phospnorus pentoxide and nitrogen ,  
Marnesiur.1 sulfate - magnesium equi'\<alont t o  the 8.f.lOunt o! 
magnesium in ono ton of sea salt µer acre, 
Sodiun sulf ato -- sulfur equi valont t o  the amount of sul!'ur 
1n one ton of Gea salt per acre, and 
Sodium chloride - one ton per acre. 
These experiMents were started in the greenhouse 1n late fall. 
Rusboore wheat was planted October 1., 1955, but a vecy poor stand was 
obtained. Subsequently., the surface sc,ll was thorouehly loosened to a 
depth of three inches, incorporating the existing vegetation into the 
..,. 
soil. A new source cf seed of Rushlllorc wheat was o btained and tho pote 
were replanted on October 9, 1955. The plants wre later thinned to 16 
per pot, erown to Maturity, and harvested JanUD.ry 16, 1956. Most of 
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the growth of the plants was ne.de t.nder conditions of cool tomperaturea, 
cloudy days, and relatively hieh huraidi ty. A.. variable seed set was 
obtained; many of the beads ap.t)Cared to Lo ste1ile or ...:ere only partly 
filled. This cor.dition was not consistent with any particular soil or 
treatment, but occurred as frequently in one soil or treatment as in 
any other. 
Yields of Grain and Straw Grown on Non-selcniferous, Selenate, and 
Selenite Soils 
Differences in the yield of grain in tho three experiments were 
not sipnificant ( Table 6) . Thie was probably due to the very poor, 
inconsistent oeed set. The general t��nds, however, appeared to be a 
decrease in the yield of grain due to sodiUJ11. chloride, and an increase 
with all tho other treatments in the non-selenifarouo and the selenate 
soil. Sodium chloride, magnesium sulfate, and sodium sulfate tended to 
deoreace the yield of erain 1n the selenite soil, while the ot�r treat­
ments appeared to effect no change . 
Seleniur.t Content of Grain and Straw Grown on Selenate Soil 
Magnosiur:i and sodium sulfate decreased the selenium content 0£ 
both the grain and the etraw from approximately 85 to 20 ppm. This 
reduction in the uptake of selenate aelen.iurt due to sulfates is consistent 
throughout this study, and agrees wit _ toe "'ork of Hurd.-Kar er (9, 12, 15) .  
The seleniur.1 content c,f both the arain and straw was decroased 
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Table 6. Effects of Chenioal Salts on Yield and Selenium Content of Rush-
more Wheat Grown in the Greenhouse on Artificially Selenized 
Barnas Loam Soil. 
Soil and Yield in. grams Selenium content 
form of Treatment ppm ppm coded• 
selenium Grain Straw 
Grain Straw Grain Straw 
Barnes Check 4.77 12.24 
loan. No NH4N03 5.50 12.66 
selenium Ca(H2Po4)2 4.53 12. 04 
NH4N03 + 
Ca(H2Po4)2 5.06 12.17 
NaN0.3 4.64 11.78 
MgSo4•7HaO 5. 65 11.61 
NaaSo4 s.46 12.16 
NaCl 4.97 l0. 56 
F value for treatmen ts NSa 5.45** 
LSD+ at 5% level • 79 
Barnes Check 4.53 12.u 83. 27 88.47 9.14 9.43 
loam plus 2 NH4N03 4.91 12.41 69.80 78.13 8.38 8.86 
ppm seleniUlll Ca(HaPo4)2 5.14 12.46 64.89 75.83 8.08 8.73 
as selenate Nll4N03 + 
-Ca(H2Po4)2 4.91 12.19 64.W. 69.)4 8.05 8.43 
NaN0.3 4.61 12.JQ 73. 52 62.47 8.59 9.10 
MgSo4•7H20 5.u4 11.82 17. 75 16.81 4.26 4.14 
NaaSo4 5.12 12.46 23. 39 20.9.5 4.88 4.62 
NaCl 4.22 10.2, 63.94 79.24 a.02 8.92 
F value for treatments NS 4.87** 186.86** 149.7$** 
LSD at 5% level .98 .40 .52 
Barnes Check 5.05 11.83 19.lL 11.56 4.43 3.47 
loam plus 4 NH4.03 - 4.92 12.1, 17.19 9 .48 4.20 J.16 
ppm selenium Ca(B2Po4)2 5.04 12.43 15. 87 10.18 4.03 3.27 
as selenite NH4t..'03 + 
Ca(H2Po4)2 5.05 11.61 17. 78 9.92 4.27 3.22 
NaN03 4.97 ll.86 18.22 10.63 4.J2 J.JJ 
MgSo4•7H20 J.91 u.so 16.94 9.43 h.17 J.16 
Naa5o4 4.53 ll.60 18.16 10.75 4.31 3.35 
NaCl J.92 9.61 13.37 8 .47 J.72 2.99 
P value for treatments NS 21.60
** 6.67** 4.oo** 
LSD at 5� level .46 .25 .21 
« Not Significant 
** Sitnif1cant at the 1� level 
+ Least S1gnif ioant Dif f erenoe 
• Refer to Table l.  
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slightly by applications of ammonium nitrate, monobasic calcium phosphate, 
and aJ:1mOnium nitrate plus monobasic calcium phosphate. Applications 0£ 
sodiun nitrate and sodium chloride- gave slight decreases in the selenium 
content of the grain, but did not give significant decreases in the straw . 
The trend, however, was to decrease the selenium content of the straw ae 
compared to the check. The decreases obtained from applications o! sodium 
chloride, sodium nitrate, and monobasic calcium phosphate in this experi­
ment  are not 1n  accordance with the results obtained from the selenate 
soil in the preceding set of experiments . In fact, the results were 
exactly the oµposite, these salts showing a decided increase in the up.. 
take oi selenate selenimn. by the plants in the earlier greenhouse experi­
ment. 
Selenium C onte�t of Grain and Straw of Wheat Grown on Selenite Soil 
Monobasic calcium phosphate, magnesium sulfate, and sodium chloride 
decreased the selenium content of the grain, while the selenium content 
of the straw w as decreased b-.Y applications of ammonium nitrate, ammonium 
nitrate plU6· monobasic calcium phos phate, raagnesim sulfate, and sodium 
chloride. The reduction in the uptake of sel�nite selenium by sodium 
chloride agrees with the results of the previous experiments. Other 
treatments tended to reduce the selenium content of the grain and the 
straw, but the reductions were not significant. 
FIELD EXPEtUl";ffi;N'L'S 
A preli.m.inary seloniUJll survey was n1ade over the genero.l area where 
the field experiments ·were to be put out. Soil samples were taken at the 
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first, second, and third foot depth.a. Soil samples at sample location 
6C were taken to the fifth foot i.n depth. Samples of green western wheat­
eraes were taken fror.t an area of approximate� 10 feet in diSI:1eter around 
the soil en:nple locations . The selenium content of the soil and western 
wheatgraes samples is preaented in Table 7. The selenium content of the 
soil tended to increase with depth. The seleni un content of the soil 
and the western wheatgraes varied considerably over relatively small 
areas. These findines .igreed w:i th -work done by Olson et al. ( 24). The 
field experiment. using applications of sea salt and fertilizers was placed 
in the vicinity of sample locations 413 and 4c. The field experiment using 
chemical sal ta and fertilizers was placod at the extreme west end of the 
surveyed area in the vicinity of sam:)le locations 6A. and 6B. 
The weather outlook in the sprine of 19�5 appeared to be favorable 
for the growth of spring wheat. There seemed to te a fair amount o! 
moisture in the soil from the melted snow, and a heavy rain fell the day 
after the wheat was planted. (According to the ranch manager and 
ncig.hboring ranchers, it was estimated that about 5 inches of rain fell 
over a 2-day period, with the major portion falling in the relative� 
short time of 2 to 3 hours. )  However, of'ficial preci.l-'itation records at 
Pierre, Vivian, and Kelll"ebec, South Dakota for that month averaged 
approximately 2 inches of rain. These sar.i.e 3 weather stations recorded 
below nonial precipitation for April and July, and above norm.al for � 
and June, 19!>5. After a light shower about May 1, there was no rain at 
all until la.te in May when another 2 to 3 inches of rain, accompanied by 
a heavy hail, fell in a very short time. On Uey 31, just a few days 
after the storm, it was ostinate<l that at least 50 percent hail d.soage 
Table 7 .  le locations at  Re ds Ranch, Pre t o, S uth akota. 
2 3 4 5 6 . 
... 
5. 8 1.43 5 . 70* . 79 7. 60tt .os 6. 801(, • 7S 5. 62 2 .06 6.02-Jl.l.98 
2 •. 02 1. 50 . ,5 . 91 1 . 2 2. 61 
4.63 3 . 21 3 •. 48 3. 41 1. 18 4. 32 
B 7 . 44 . $1 5. 01* .oo 6. 49* .63 :;, . 07 2 . 42 1J. 1i6*3. 05 3. 48*4. 06 
2 . 81 .• 24 .91 3 .17 3. 88 4. )2 
7 . 37 4.04 3. 84 -t $. 27 6. 22 .is 
0 ll. 16 2 . 38 9 . 82 ·l. 2 9 . 26*1,90 4. 91*2. 14 6. 1: .l.90 9 • .50..2. 6$ 
2. 97 1. 10 3. 01 3.0$ 2 . 53 2 .61 
1 . 21 3 i5 3. 01 1. 27 6.06 h.04 
1. 16 
7 ,.37 
' S 1 t ken here . numbe to tLe 1 ft of t � s le area i · 
seleni cont nt of rn at ras in p m. The numbar to th 
right indic .te t m of . lan · in the oil at the 1, 2,  d 
3 'oot epths re pectively . 
+ Eao , ple it wa approxima.t 1 150 feet part. 
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had occurred to the wheat on the experinent. There wa� another long, 
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dry period unt.i.l abo\ t June 20., when another very heavy rain .fell., accom­
panied by hail. A larce .:x>rtion ot the '"CCOtation harvested appeared to 
be second rrm;th., or shoots put out after the hail ctorns. .A.bout 20 
counts W"ere cado before harvesting to dcter:l1.ine the extent of hail damage. 
Damace wt-.s fm.md to vtJ.ry fron 25 to h.5 percent. The ar.iount of damage did 
not appear to be coroistent in plots receiving the oarne treatr:tents. 
The yield rc5tltr; and tl.c oelenim contents of the grain and straw 
of Rusr..nore wheat [!row in the field on naturally selen:i zed Pierre clay 
soil are recorded in Tables 8 and 9. An analysis of Yarianco vas run on 
the results of the experi.mcnt. The F values and the least significant 
differences are _ncluded in the tables. It ld.11 be noted that both the 
average yiold and selenium content of the wheat were quite low. 'nus lras 
probably d11e to unfavorable grm-11ne conditions. 
Field Ex,.,orinent I: Effect of Sea Salt and Fortillzcrs on 
Yield and Seleniuxa Content of Rusmnorc 
Wheat Grown on Pierro Cl� Soll at Reeds 
Ranch, Presho, South Dakota. 
Tho r.iair. plot trentnents were .3 levele of sea salt which were as 
followos no salt (as a control) ,  0.1 percert, and o. 3 percent by weight. 
Figured on the basis ot 2
.,
000,000 poun.ls of soil per acre, these treat­
ments were o, 1, and J tone of sea salt per acre., reopectively. Within 
each sea salt treatncnt thcro were 3 fertility levels; they were: no 
fertilizer (ae a control), 80 pounds of nitrogen as amnonium nitrate, 
and 80 pounds of nitroccn as annoni\Jlll nitrate plus 80 pounds of phosphorus 
pentoxide a.a treble ouper�hosphate. 
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Most of the significance in the experioont, as iG indicated by the 
F val�s in Tab le L, occurred because no vegetation was produced on the 
plots treated with ) tone of sea. s�t per acre. Rarly in the season, 
while there \18.S an abundance of moisture available, no difference was 
observable between the 3-tcn treatment, and the check or the one ton 
per acre treat:1ents. After the first pe:.'i od of drouth, however, the soil 
which received the 3-t.on per acre t:reatnent 'W.S bare of vegetation except 
!or one or two su.YJflower ?lants. The applicatioy1 of one ton of eoa salt 
per acre also tended to decrease the yields of grain and straw (Figure 3), 
while the ap9lication of fertilizers tended to increase the rields . The 
greatest incroaee occurred whe� nitrogen and phos?horuo �'Ore applied 
together. 
The ap;l1cat1on of either sea Galt or fertilizers, or both, had 
no sienificant · effoct on the soleniun content of either the grain or the 
straw, o.lthough there was a trend toward a slight decrease due to the 
application of sea salt. 
Field Experiment II: Effect of Chemical Salts and Fertilizers 
on Yield and Selonium Content of RushmOre 
Wheat Grown on Naturally Seleniferoue Pierre 
Cl8¥ S oil at Reeds Ranch, Presho, South 
Dakota, 1955. 
The treatmnts of tho major plots were as followa t 
Control -- no treab:tent, 
Sodium sulfate -- sulfur equivalent to the amount of sulfur 
in or.e ton of sea salt por acre, 
Mngnesit,m sulfate -- magnesium equ1va1ent to the amot:nt of 
magnesium in one ton of sea salt per acre , 
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Tab1e 8. Effect of Sea Salt and Fertilizer on Yield and Selenium Co ntent 
of  Rushmo re Wheat Grown on Naturally Seleni.terous Pierre Cla;y 
Soil at Reed(; Ranch, Presho, South Dako ta in 1955. 
Yield� Selenium content 
Salt 
Fertilizer Grain in ppm ppm coded• Straw in 
Treatment bu./A lbs./! Grain Straw Grain Straw 
" 
Control 0-0-0 2.99 929 4.15 2.40 2.13 1.69 
80-0-0 6.78 1616 4. 50 2.55 2.22 l. 74. 
80-80-0 7.29 1675 4.07 2.24 2.13 1.65 
Average 5.69 1407 4.24 2.40 2.16 1.69 
1 ton/A 0-0-0 2.69 896 3.12 1.80 1.97 1.50 
80-0-0 3.53 1095 3.73 2.21 2.04 1.62 
00-80-0 5.04 1387 3.69 2.21 2.04 l.64 
Average 3.75 1126 3.51 2.07 2.02 1.59 
3 ton/A 0-0-0 .10 1.0 
80-0-0 .10 1.0 NO STAND HO STAND 
80-80-0 .10 l.O 
Average .10 1.0 
Averages 0-0-0 l.93 609 3.64 2.10 2.05 1.60 
o f  80-0-0 J.47 904 4.12 2.38 2.13 1.68 
£ert1lizer 80-80-0 4.14 1021 3.88 2.23 2.09 1.65 
levels 
F value for f erti-
ll.21� 11.68** NSa l izer lnvele x NS 
treatments 
F value for salt 101.26
** 134.61** MS NS 
treatments 
Lsn• at 5% level 1.54 350 
F value for ferti- 2s. 30
** 32.43** HS NS 
lizor levels 
LSD at 5% level l.o6 186 
+ Leaot Significant D1!feronce 
** Signi.ficant at the 1% level 
p Grain yield coded t&- adding 0.1, and straw yield coded by 
adding 1.0 to each entry. 
a Not Significant 
• Refer to Table 1. 
" Pounds per acre of nitrogen, phosphorus pentoxide, and 
potassiun oxide, respectively. 
L 
- ----
Figure 3. Growth Response cf Wheat to Treatments of 
o., 1., an� 3 tons of Sea Salt per Acre, Field 
Hxper1Jnent I at Reeds Ranch, Prosho , South 
Dakota, 195.5. 
Tho derruded area in tho backeround represonta 
the throe ton por acre a;�lioation • 
• 
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Sodium chloride - one ton per acre, 
Sea salt - one ton per acre, and 
Phosphate - 80 pounds of phc,sphorus pentoxide per acre as 
treble supcrphosohate . 
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Within each najor trcatD:!nt there were three fertility levels; these 
were s no fertilizer ( as a control), 80 pounds or nitrogen ao amrrionillnt 
nitrate, a.0d 80 poundo of' pho3Phorus pentoxide as trebl.e superphospbate . · 
The application ot 00 pounds of nitrogen per acre had no effect 
on the yield of grain in this experiment ( Table 9 ) ,  but 80 pounds ot 
nitroeon in combination with 80 or 160 pounds of phosphorus JCntoxide 
per acre tended to increase the yields of both grain an<l straw (Figure 4),  
although the ir,ereasae wore no1, significant. Nitrogen alone tended to 
increase the yield of the otraw. Sod1ur.i sulfate or magnesium sulfate 
had liU,lo or no effect on the l'feld of grain or straw, while sodium 
chloride and sea salt tended to decrease yi elds. 
The applicatio1, of fertilizers had no defin1t.o effect on selenimn. 
uptake. Thero was, however, a trend toward a vary alight decrease from 
the use of sodium sulfate, maenesium sulfate, sodium chloride, or sea 
aal t. Phosphate applications tended to cauoo var"/ olight increasee as 
compared to tht! controls. The greatest reduction in selenimn uptake in 
grain occurred in plots which had applications of sodium or magnesium 
sulfate used in combination with both nitrogen and phosphate. The ereat­
est dec�aee in aeleni'lllll content of the straw occurred in pl.ota with 
applications of sodiun sulfate plus nitrogen, and r.uignesium sulfate plus 
nitrogen and phosphate. • 
The results of the field ex})Or-.:.rncnts are perhaps oornewhat un-
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Table 9. Effect of Various Chemical Salts and Ferti�izers on Yield and Scloni\Jm Content of Rushmore Wheat Grown on Naturally Salenit-
eroua Pierre Cla, Soil at Reeds Ranch, Presho, South Dakota in 
1955. 
Yield SeleniUJ'l\ content 
Treatment Fertilizer Grain in Straw in ppm ppm coded• 
bu ./A lbs./A Grain Straw Grain Straw 
Control 0-0-0" 5.53 1219 2.,0 1.36 1.12 l.Ll 
80-0-0 4.97 1204 2.31 1.02 1.66 1.24 
80-80-0 6.86 1554 2.00 1.23 1.57 1.31 
Aver�e s.19 1326 2,27 1.20 1.· 65 l.J2 
Sodium 0-0-0 5.73 1161 1.96 1.16 1.56 1.29 
sulfate 60-0-0 .s.o4 1155 2.02 .63 1.49 1.os 
80-80-0 1.01 1535 1.09 1.28 1.26 1.28 
Average s.25 1284 l.69 1.02 1.44 1.21 
Magnesium 0-0-0 6.01 1189 1.62 .88 l.h.3 1.17 
sulfate 80-0-0 5.69 1397 1.87 .ao 1.49 1.14 
80-8� 6.65 1481 .. 64 .67 1.15 1.08 
Average 6.12 1356 1.4� .78 1.36 1.12 
Sodium 0-0-0 u.51 933 2 .31 1 .11, 1.6.5 1.29 
chloride 80-0-0 4.59 1160 1.91 l.ll 1.52 1.28 
80-80-0 5.20 1150 2.07 1.20 1.58 1 • .31 
Avoral! 4.79 1081 2.10 1.15 1.58 1.29 
Sea salt 0-0-0 4.17 936 1.67 .91 1.44 1.18 
80-0-0 4.21 1019 ., 1.62 .91 1.4h 1.19 
80-80-0 4.61 1198 1.10 1.0.3 1.48 1 . 23 
Aver!ie 4.�J 1051 1. 66 .95 1.45 1 . 20 
Phosphate �0-0-0 
6.12 1348 J.62 1.38 2.01 1.35 
as T.S.P. 80-0-0 1.21 1622 2 • .38 2 • .52 1.69 1.62 
80-80-0 1.52 1636 2.$5 1.70 1.12 1.46 
Avera� 6.97 1535 2.85 1.87 1. 81 1.46 
Averages of0-0-0 ;, • .36 1131 2.28 1.14 1.64 1.28 
f ert11izer 60-0-0 5 .30 1260 2.02 1.17 1. 55 1.25 
levels 80-80-0 6.32 1426 1.71 1.19 1.46 1.28 
F value for fertilizer r�s NS NS us 
levels x treatrnente 
F value for treatmentsll.54iffl, 12.10-H J.11* 4.oo** 
LSD+ at 5� level 1.42 264 .41 .Jl 
F value for ferti- ll.99** 20.50** 5.4o* ?lSa 
li:.er lovels 
LSD at 51!: level 1.15 226 .28 
" Pounds per ac re of nitrogen, phosphorus pentoxide, and potaseiur.1 oxide, 
rospectively. 
� 80 poundo of phosphorus pontoxid.e t)er acre as treble euperphosphate. 
* Significant at the 5% level 
** Sirnificant at the l) levol 
+ Loaot Significant Difference 
., ... • Refer to Table l. 
a Not Significant 
• 
Figure 4. Response of Wheo.t to 80 lbs. of Nitrogen plus 
80 lbs. of phoophorus Penwxide per acre, Field 
Experlraent II at RcedG Ranch, Preoho, South 
Dakota, 195,. 
reliable due to the very unfavorable growing aeason this past year (1955), 
and to the variations in selenium content of the soil over very short 
distances within the experinenta.l o.rea • 
• 
DISCuSSION 
The fom of selenium, at the. concentrations used in this stuc,,-, 
i.e.  2 ppm as selenate and 4 ppn as selenite, appeared to have little 
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or no effect on the yield of grain or straw. The concen�ratione of sele­
nium in the soil were low and no visible traces of stunting or chl.oroeia, 
as described by Hurd-Karrer (13), were apparent. The fom of sel.eniua 
1n the soil, ho,rever, did have a very de!ini te effect on the amount of 
selenim taken up by the plant. In the greenhouse study, Ruellllore 
wheat plants grown on soil containing 2 ppm of selenate seleniUl!l aceumo­
lated ayproxiJnate� twice as much eelenium. as wheat plants grown on ao1l. 
containing 4 ppm of selenite selenium. These results agree with the work 
of Hurd-!arrer (9, 10, 13), who found that selenate selenium waa more 
toxic and available to -wheat tha.11 was selenite selenium. 
The application of sodium and magnesium sulfate only tended to 
reduce the amount of selenium accumulated by wheat grown in the field on 
naturally seleniferous Pierre clay soil, but in the greenhouse studies, 
the application of thet.o same sulfates caused a significant reduction in 
the eaount of selcnim accmulated by wheat grown on Barnes loam soil con­
taining 2 pp-,1 of selenate selen�Urt. Magnesium sul.tate conaietent4' reduced 
the seleniU'll content of wheat plants grown on ael.enate soil more than did 
sodium sulfate. Ttrls difference was veey likely due to the fact that 
approx.iJ:lately twice as :much sillur was a.->.Jlied as magnesi\lll sulfate than 
was applied as sodiuro sulfate. The ooil contained approximate� 25 ppa 
of sul.fur as sodium sulfate as compared to approximately 48 ppn of amlf'ur 
a.a magneeium sulfate. Neither sodium nor m.agneeil.ln sulfate had more than 
-
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a slight effect, if any, o.  the amo unt of selenium accumulated in tho 
wheat plants grown on sel enite soil. 'l'hese results are also in agreement 
with the results obtained by Hurd-�arrer (9, 12, 15) .  She found that 
wheat grown 01 a soil containing selenate selenium had a lower selenim 
content whcr the $Oil was treated lll'ith large applications of sulfur, gypsum, 
o r  ar.imonium sulfate than when the soil was untreated. When working with 
wheat in culture solutions, Hurd-Karrer found that sulfates reduced the 
uptake of selenate, but not of selenite selenjum. She also found that 
with constant levels of selenate, the seleniun1 content of wheat plants 
decreased with increasing concentrations of sulfate. 
The application of sodium or  magnesium sulfate had little o r  no 
effect, however, o n  the yields of wheat grown in the greenhouse o r  in the 
field. 
I n  the ereenhouse, sea salt and sodium chloride at the 0.3 and the 
0.6 percent concentrations inhibited the growth of the wheat, thereby 
reducing tho yields of both grain and s"traw . There was little or no 
d.if  erence c-e tween the yield of wheat grown on the control so il and the 
yield of wheat grown on soil treated with either sea salt or sodillI!I 
chlo ride at the O.l percent level . According to Sir E. J. Russell (27), 
a 1.0 percent concentratjon of salt will prevent growth of moot crop 
plants, and a o.5 percent concentration will inhibit plant growth. In 
the field experinents where quite lenrtey periods without rain were 
prevalent, the yields of wheat \Jere reduced severely at the 0.1 percent 
level, and all vegetation, except a few sunflower plants., was completely 
killed off at the 0.3 percent concentl"&tion of sea salt. 
The application of  either sea salt o r  sodium chlo rido to the so il 
-
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containing h ppm of e:;clerite selenium resulted in a substantial reduction 
1n the amount of �elenium accumulated by the plants. This reduction was 
consistent in all of the ereenhouse . experilnents. Sea salt and sodi\ml 
chloride also tended to redt.ce the selenium uptake in the field experi-
ments. 
There appears to be an inconsistency in the results of the action 
of sodium chloride, soditr.1 nitrate, and monobasic ealoimn phoaphat.e on 
the uptake of selenate selenium in Sets Ill and IV of the greenhouse 
experiments. In Set Ill theso aalts gave a definite increase i n  selenim 
content, while a significant decrease resulted in Set IV. The selenirm 
content of the control plants grown on the selenate soil in Set IV was 
approximately 85 ppm, while the control plaPte in Set III contained only 
appro:Jdmatel:y 30 Plllt• The value for the selenium content of the selenate 
control in Set III corresponds very closely to the selenate control 
value in Set I. The selenium content of plants grown with treatnents of 
sodium chloride, sodium nitrate, monobasic calcium pho,sphate, sodium 
sulfate, and ms.gnesimn sulfate correlated very closely in both experimentis. 
It should be noted, ho,�evert that the decreaee due to sulfates in the 
selenate soil in Set III was not nearly so pronounced as was the decreaee 
in Set IV. The increase or decrease in selenium content of the 'Wheat 
plants in response to the treatments apparently was caused by the differ­
ences in the selenium content of the controls of the two experintents (Set 
llI and Set IV). 
These differences may have been due to the soil used, variation in 
grow:lng conditions in the greenhouse, or some bacteriological factor, or 
a combination of various things. The soil used in the experiments in Sets 
I and Ill was tho sam.o. It was taken from the a oil bin the aame day, 
screened, sacked, and stored until used. The soil used in Set IV wae 
4, 
taken from the soil b in a year later., just after a new supply had been 
brough t in. T'ne experiments in Sot III were grown in the greenhouee during 
the spring. Tho e,rowing conditions were characterized by wam. tempera­
tures and bright, sunriy d�s ao compared to cool temperatures, dark, dreary 
�s, and high humidity of the fall growing conditions of Set IV. Oral 
communications with Dr. E. C .  Berry, Professor of Bacteriology at South 
Dakota State C oll ege, suggest that the difference in the selenate controls 
� be caused by some form of bacteria which has the ability to make 
selenate selenium more available in one environment as compared to another. 
Fertilizer salts tended to increase yields in b oth the greenhouse 
and field studies . The greatest response to fertilizer occurred 1n the 
greenh ouse on naturally 'solenizod Pierr clay soil. Both ar.unonium. 
nitrate and treble superph osphate gave substantial increases in yield, 
but the two used in combination with each other approximately doubled 
the yield. 
The application of anmonim nitrate to naturally seleni.ferous 
Pierre clay soil resulted 1n a cubatantial reduction 1n the mount of 
selenium accumulated by wheat plants grown in the greenhouse. Ammonim 
nitrate, however, had little or n o  effect on too amount of eelenium 
accmulated by wheat grown in the field on naturally seleniferous Pierre 
clay soil. Thie lack of response in eeleniun uptake ina;y have been due 
t-0 the fonn {inorcanic selenate and selenite, and organic complexes) of 
selenium present in the soil, or to too very p oor growing conditions in 
the field this past summer ( 19 55). .Uso, since the rocts of the wheat 
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plante oxtond considerably deeper than the surface eoil, and the seleniua 
content of the soil inoreaseo 'With depth in the root zone ,  it ie possible 
that greater effects due to treatments and fertilizer s m� occur within 
the next few years, after the treatments have leached to lower depths in 
tho profile. 
In all exporilnents, except the experiments with selenate soil, the 
grain consistently accUMulated more selenium than tle straw. Approxi­
mately equal amounts of selenium were accumulated in the grain and straw 
of mature wheat plants <7own on Barnes loam selenizod with 2 pi;:n o! 
selenate selenium. 
• 
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SUl�tlY ANO CONCLUSIONS 
Experiments were conducted in tho greenhouse in 1954 and 19.55, 
and 1n the field 1n the summer of 1955, to d etermine what effects, 1t any, 
the application of sea salt and various chenical salts to the soil would 
have on the seleniUlil content and the yield of Rusl:nore wheat plants grown 
on this soil. Tho soilo used were naturally seleniferoua P ierre clq 
obtained from Reeds Ranch, Presho, South Dakota, and Barnes loam obtained 
at Brookings, South Dal.eta. Experiments ll'ere conducted w1 th Barnes loam 
containing no selenium ( as a control ) ,  Barnes loam w1 th 2 ppm of seleniUJI 
added as potass1UJ"l1 selenate, and Barnes loam with 4 ppn of selenium added 
8.8 sodium selenite. 
Applications of sea salt and sodi um chloride depressed yields ot 
wheat. They ha4 little or no effect on the uptake of selenium by plants, 
except in Barnes loam soil containine 4 -pp, of selenite selenium, where 
both sea sal.t and aodiun chloride significantly decreased the selenium 
content. 
The use of commercial fertilizers tended to increase the yields 
of wheat crown in the field and in the greenhouse. Fertilizers had 
little or no effect on the uptake of selenium by wheat, except in wheat 
grown in the greenhouse on naturally eeleniferous Pierre clay soil . On 
this soil, applications of ammonium nitrate resulted in a decided reduction 
in selenium content of the grain and straw of wheat. 
Sodium and magneoit1Ill sulfate decreased the amount of selenium 
accumulated by plants grown on selenate soil, but had little or no effect 
on the mnount of selenium accutmlated by plants grown on Gelenite soil • 
. -
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The application of sulfates appeared to have little or no effect on the 
yield of wheat. 
The grain of wheat, grown on . naturally selonized Pier1 e clay 1n 
both the field and the greenhouse, and grown in the greenhouse on Barnes 
loam containing 4 ppr, of selenite selenium, contained higher concentratioru, 
of eeleniur.\ than did the straw. The grain and otraw of wheat grown in 
the greenhouse on Barnes loam containing 2 ppn of eelenate selenil.lm accui:ni.­
lated approximately oqual amounts of selenium in ppn. 
Rushmore wheat plants accumulated h.lgher concentrations o£ selenium 
when grown on Barnes loam containing 2 ppm of selenate selenium than when 
grown on 13arnes loam containing 4 ppm of selenite selenium. 
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